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On June 21, 2018, the U.S. Supreme Court issued its opinion in South Dakota v.
Wayfair, a landmark sales and use tax nexus case that has raised concerns for
many online sellers and multi-state businesses. The Court ruled that a state may
require an out-of-state seller to collect sales or use tax on sales to customers in
that state, even though the seller lacks an in-state physical presence. Under
certain circumstances, an economic or virtual presence can create nexus (a
sufficient connection with the state), subjecting a seller to tax collection and
remittance requirements. In some cases, a company's electronic apps or website
tracking "cookies" may be considered a nexus-creating presence in a state. In the
months since the Wayfair decision, many states have adopted similar economic
nexus provisions that require out of state sellers meeting certain sales thresholds
to collect and remit sales tax. States have also increasingly begun to assert a
marketplace facilitator type nexus on websites that enable and facilitate sales by
third-party sellers.

This economic nexus case impacts thousands of state and local jurisdictions
across the United States. Please see the Wayfair guidance for each state
by clicking hereclicking here  for the pdf version.
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to your particular situation, please contact our office so weto your particular situation, please contact our office so we
can assist you.  can assist you.  
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